“The first duty of society is justice.”
— Alexander Hamilton
In 2016, the Legal Aid Society of Cleveland staff, board, volunteers, in partnership with our supporters, impacted nearly 18,000 people — including veterans, the elderly, foster youth, and single mothers — who share in common the burden of living with low income. Without free legal assistance, these clients faced daunting barriers to their safety, shelter, and economic stability.

We thank you for being a vital part of an engaged community, and for taking up the work of balancing the scales, establishing fairness for those who are most in need. In the words of Alexander Hamilton, “The first duty of society is justice.” And we did that duty.

We pursue justice under the leadership of our Board, one-third of whom know the devastation of poverty firsthand. For example, one Legal Aid Board Member has experienced homelessness. Several Board Members have fought to get their children the educational services to which the law entitles them, but schools turned a deaf ear. One Board Member lives in public housing, advocating for her fellow residents. Another is a U.S. Veteran who knows the scars and pride of military service. These board leaders keep us grounded in our community and focused on our clients. By working toward justice for our community’s most vulnerable, Legal Aid alleviates poverty and makes our society fairer – and stronger as a result.

We are proud of our work to bring justice and fairness to our community in 2016. You should be as well; this is work we could not do without your partnership!

Colleen M. Cotter, Esq.
Executive Director
The Legal Aid Society of Cleveland
IN 2016, LEGAL AID IMPACTED 17,769 PEOPLE

LEGAL AID’S SUCCESS IN 2016 INCLUDED:
Increased assets and income, and reduced debt by $15.7 million for clients

PREVENTED 68% of foreclosures
PREVENTED 92% of evictions
removed barriers to education in 84% of cases
SECURED safety in 98% of cases

IN 2016, LEGAL AID IMPACTED 17,769 PEOPLE

7,459 total cases handled = 6,122 Cases Handled & Closed + 1,337 Cases Continued into 2017 including 1,462 cases handled by volunteers and 137 advice clinics

PEOPLE
OUR STAFF:
40 Attorneys
27 Support Staff

OUR SUPPORTERS:
2,720 Pro Bono Attorneys
474 Volunteer Attorneys Engaged
54 In-House Volunteers
230 Volunteer Law Students
1,467 Individual Donors

CLIENT DEMOGRAPHICS 2016

46% of all households helped included CHILDREN
18% of all clients were OLDER ADULTS (60+)
29% Male
71% Female

494 cases involved U.S. VETERANS. These cases IMPACTED 878 PEOPLE

83% of households served MAKE LESS THAN $25,000/year

RACE/ETHNICITY
56% BLACK
34% WHITE
7% HISPANIC
3% OTHER

CASES BY COUNTY 2016

10% Lorain
76% Cuyahoga
7% Lake
1% Geauga
5% Ashtabula

CASES BY PRACTICE 2016

37% Health-Education-Work-Income-Immigration
22% Consumer
17% Family
4% Housing
1% Other
The mission of The Legal Aid Society of Cleveland is to secure justice and resolve fundamental problems for those who are low income and vulnerable by providing high quality legal services and working for systemic solutions.
2016 LEGAL AID DONORS

We are grateful to members of our ten-year giving society (noted with an "*") and those donors in our five-year giving society (noted with a "+"). These donors and their consistent support deserve special recognition. We welcome our first-time givers (noted with a ">#") to the Legal Aid Family.

BARRISTER SOCIETY

INDIVIDUAL GIFTS: $10,000+

Anonymous
S. Lee Kohrman +
John Moran +
Richard and Patricia Pogue *

JUSTICE LEADERS

INDIVIDUAL GIFTS: $2,500 - $9,999.99

Brent Ballard *
Ann Bergen *
Douglas Brown +
Frank and Wendy DeSantis +
Philip and Dana Fastenau *
Judge Nancy Fuerst and John Burke *
Karen Giffen *
Calvin Griffith +
Richard and Jessica Gurbst *
Kerin Kaminski *
Dena Kobasic +
David and Martha Kutik +
John Lewis +
Rita and Charles Maimbourg *
Edward and Kimberly Moore *
Kenneth Moore and Cynthia Holland *
Thomas A. Piraino, Jr. and Barbara McWilliams *
Joseph Rodgers
David and Julia Tocco +
Neil Vakharia and Michael Mumford *
George and Barbara von Mehren *
Christopher Williams and Cynthia Mog *

CHAMPIONS OF JUSTICE

INDIVIDUAL GIFTS: $1,000 - $2,499.99

Anonymous (2)
Daniel Abrams and Nan Cohen
Ilah Adkins +
David Alden +
Jason and Shruti Aring *
Mark Belasic +
Cynthia Binns
Peter and Ellen Brodhead
Julie and Ben Brouhard +
Alexander and Jennifer Burlingame
Annette Garner Butler +
Peter and Rita Carfagna +
Christopher and Kelley Caryl +
Robert and Melanie Casarona
Scott and Mary Beth Chaikin #
Jillian Charles
Thomas Cicarella
Judge Dan Polster and Deborah Coleman *
Timothy Connors +
Colleen Cotter *

BENEFACTORS OF JUSTICE

INDIVIDUAL GIFTS: $500 - $999.99

Anonymous (4)
Kemper and Julianne Arnold
Susan Audley and Eugene Clair +
Lynn Ballard
Susan Beck *
Susan Becker *
Benjamin Beckman and Alison Day
Gordon and Martha Beggs +
Mark and Rebecca Bennett +
Cipriano and Gina Beredo
William and Ann Beyer
John Biernacki
Matthew Brady +
Michael and Cynthia Brittain +
Leslie Brown
Senator Sherrod Brown and Connie Schultz
Phil Calabrese and Mary Bynum *
Julie Callisen and Brad Pohlman
Stephen and Cheryl Cheatham +
Vincent and Carolyn Cheverine
Jennie Church +
Michele and Christopher Connell +
James Cooper +
Patrick Daugherty
Patricia Decensi #
Steve Dettelbach and Karl Bialostosky
Dominic and Julie DiPuccio +
James and Sara Doan +
Braedon Douthett #
Timothy Downing and Ken Press
Daniel and Paula Dreyfuss +
Robert and Kim Ducman +
Jill Dugovics
Jeffrey and Amy Dunlap +
Gary and Pamela Ebert
Andrew and Leigh Fabens
Melissa and Todd Federman #
Robert Fedor, Jr.
Emily Fiffal and Jonathan Birkes +
Angela Foraker
Carol Fox
Richard and Robbin Garcia
Lynn Gattozzi +
John and Claudia Gherlein
Judge Rosemary and Gerald Gold +
James Graham and David Duske
Magistrate Edward and Cecilia Gregory
Michael and Gloria Gruhn #
Harry Haber *
Michael and Martha Hardy *
Daniel Haymond *
Jeffrey Healy
Bruce Hearey *
John Heutsche *
Kevin and Luann Hinkel #

David and Nancy Hooker +
Liz Huber *
Laurie Humphrey +
William Jacobs +
Bryan and Michelle Jaketic
John Jenkins *
Ashley Jones-Sabree
Jennifer Jontz
Jim and Terry Juliano +
Bernard Karr
Kendall Kash *
James Keating
Ellen Keller +
Eduardo and Jessica Kim +
James and Sandra Koenig +
Alan and Susie Kopit +
Samuel and Deborah Laferty +
Thomas and Karen LaFond +
Dennis and Kim Lansdowne *
Karen Lee +
David Lenz *
Diane Leung *
Raymond and Wendy Ling
Janet Lowder and David Kincaid
David Lowe +
Richard and Margaret Margolis +
Michael and Linda Marhofer
Stephen and Nancy Markus *
Eileen and Kenneth Mathews
Rebecca Ruppert McMahon +
Douglas and Jani McWilliams +
Michael and Ellen Meehan
Russell Meraglio, Jr. *
Gale and Gerald Messerman *
Michael Meuti
Trent and Irene Meyerhofer
Anne Meyers
Ronald Mills *
Peter and Kristin Morrison
Jack and Charlotte Newman
Jared Oakes +
Aaron O’Brien *
Stephen and Bonnie O’Bryan +
Judge Diane M. Palos +
Zachary and Deborah Paris
R. Jeffrey and Martha Pollock *
Robert Ranallo #
Janet Rath Colaluca and Thomas Colaluca
Sarah Rathke *
Dustin and Meggan Rawlin +
Alexander and Allison Reich +
William Reichard
Thomas and Grace Robenalt +
John and Marlene Robertson +
Retired Judge Kenneth and Rebecca Rocco
Mark Rodio *
Barbara Roman *
Richard Dorman +
Malika’s mom tried for three years to get her daughter evaluated for learning disabilities, but was ignored. When Legal Aid joined her cause, the school listened and gave Malika the extra help she needed.

INDIVIDUAL GIFTS: $500 - $999.99 (CONTINUED)

Dennis Rose +
David and Laura Rowan +
Jonnalagadda Sarojini #
Donald and Toni Scherzer *
Barbara and John Schubert *
Jill Schumacher #
Robin Sue Seiger
Timothy and Arlene Sheeran
Peter Sheney
Cathy Shibley +
Marjorie Shorrock
Joyce and David Snow +
Steve and Laura Sozio +
Kathleen St. John +
Robert Steely
Robert and Juana Storey
Jennifer Sullivan
James Sullivan and Gabrielle Brett +
Cullen and Anne Sweeney
Marilyn Tobocman
Brian Toohey and Lisa Monihan *
Mary Jane Trapp and Mike Apicella
James and Debra Vail +
James Venizelos and Lindsay Maxwell
Sandra Walker
Mark Watson #
David Weiss +
Rosie Wenstrup +
Emily and Samuel White
Mary Whitmer and Stanley Brandt
Magistrate Perdexter Williams *
Cheryl Wills +
James and Deb Wooley
Georgia Yanchar
Ted and Diane Zawadski
Suzanne and Adam Blum +
Howard and Deborah Bobrow +
Ann Bomberger
Rita and Robert Bonomo #
Kenneth Bossin +
Yelena Boxer
Nicole Braden Lewis and Zach Lewis +
Jack Bradley #
Katherine Brandt #
Ellen and Jonathan Brown
Sarah Bunce
Judge Janet R. Burnside *
Don and Alice Cairns +
Erica Calderas
Michael and Christina Chase +
Diane Citrino *
Magistrate Gregory Clifford and
Karen Bryant-Clifford *
John Climaco #
Patrick Clunk
Edward Coaxum, Jr.
Arthur Cobb +
Thomas and Victoria Collin +
Tim Collins
Kari Coniglio +
Retired Judge Colleen Conway Cooney and
John Cooney *
John Corlett +
Lawrence Corman
Matthew Cox
Tracy and David Grandall
Michael and Kim Cullers +
Kacey Cummings #
Mallory Curran and Keith Romer +
Eric and Jacquelyn Daniel +
David and Virginia Dawson *
Jeffrey Dawson *
C. Lynne Day +
Lisa deFilippis
Michael and Amy Diamant +
Susan Dirks +
Maureen Doerner and Stanley Brandt
Magistrate Perdexter Williams *
Cheryl Wills +
James and Deb Wooley
Georgia Yanchar
Ted and Diane Zawadski

ADVOCATES OF JUSTICE

INDIVIDUAL GIFTS: $250 - $499.99

Anonymous (11)
Rajeev Adlakha
Thomas Aldrich *
Jeffrey and Debra Applebaum +
Keith and Marie Ashmus +
Clifford and Monica Babcock
Paulette Balin +
Nancy and Andrew Barnes +
Blair Barnhart-Hinkle and
William Hinkle +
Brian Bash +
Elizabeth Batt #
Fred Bauer
Robert Belovich
Nancy Benacci #
Daniel and Mary Berick
Abigail and Darrell Blanks #
Suzanne and Adam Blum +
Howard and Deborah Bobrow +
Ann Bomberger
Rita and Robert Bonomo #
Kenneth Bossin +
Yelena Boxer
Nicole Braden Lewis and Zach Lewis +
Jack Bradley #
Katherine Brandt #
Ellen and Jonathan Brown
Sarah Bunce
Judge Janet R. Burnside *
Don and Alice Cairns +
Erica Calderas
Michael and Christina Chase +
Diane Citrino *
Magistrate Gregory Clifford and
Karen Bryant-Clifford *
John Climaco #
Patrick Clunk
Edward Coaxum, Jr.
Arthur Cobb +
Thomas and Victoria Collin +
Tim Collins
Kari Coniglio +
Retired Judge Colleen Conway Cooney and
John Cooney *
John Corlett +
Lawrence Corman
Matthew Cox
Tracy and David Grandall
Michael and Kim Cullers +
Kacey Cummings #
Mallory Curran and Keith Romer +
Eric and Jacquelyn Daniel +
David and Virginia Dawson *
Jeffrey Dawson *
C. Lynne Day +
Lisa deFilippis
Michael and Amy Diamant +
Susan Dirks +
Maureen Doerner and Stanley Brandt
Magistrate Perdexter Williams *
Cheryl Wills +
James and Deb Wooley
Georgia Yanchar
Ted and Diane Zawadski

We are grateful to members of our ten-year giving society (noted with an “*”) and those donors in our five-year giving society (noted with a “+”). These donors and their consistent support deserve special recognition.
A juvenile criminal record threatened Tim’s hopes for a career. Legal Aid helped get his record sealed, and Tim enlisted.
INDIVIDUAL GIFTs: $100 - $249.99 (CONTINUED)

Anastasia Christman
Judge Michael and
Kelly Cicconetti *
Retired Judge Joseph and
Beverly Cirigliano *
Judge Maureen E. Clancy
James Climer
George Coakley
Michael and Sarah Cohan *
Ronald Coleman
Judge Cassandra Collier-Williams
Katherine Collin
Christal Contini *
Terence Copeland
Marisa Cornachio *
Seth Corthell
Eric Cotton
Timothy Coughlin +
Anthony Coyne
Michelle and Richard Creger +
Justin and Penelope Croniser +
Kathy A. Crouse *
Kathleen Crowley
Pamela Daiker-Middaugh +
Andrea Daloia *
Marc Dann and
Kathy Clingerman Dann
Marleina Davis
Rhonda Debevec
Timothy Dech *
Gregory DeGulis
Max Dehn *
Maria DelMonaco *
Daniel DeMarco
Richard and Cynthia Desmey
Callie Dendrinos *
Nicholas DeSantis III
Michael Devlin *
Robert Dezort, Jr. *
Melissa Dials *
Joseph Dickinson *
Judge Carl DiFranco *
James and Denise Dixon *
Richard Donaldson *
Catherine Donnelly *
Judge John and Ellen Donnelly
Brian Downey
William Doyle, Jr. *
Mike Drain, Jr.
Carl Draucker and
Claire Burke Draucker *
David and Amy Drechsler *
Kyle and Kevin Dreyfuss-Wells
Melvyn Dunnigan *
Melvin and Susan Durslag *
Robert and Darlene Duvan
Stuart Eilers
Michael and Diane Ellis
Marissa Ennis *
Christopher Ermsich
Judge Raymond J. Ewers *
Magistrate Joseph C. Falbo *
Regan Fay and
Michelle Phillips Fay *
Thomas Fehser *
Paul and Barbara Feinberg *
Sally Feldman
Lorraine Fende *
Rick Figlio *
Rosalia Fino
Timothy and Tamela Fitzgerald
Sarah Flannery and Philip Slaght *
Peggy Foley Jones *
Traci Forrester
Robert Forward *
Jeffrey Fram
Katherine Friedell *
Gordon Friedman
Greg and Tricia Frohman
Joseph Frolik
Jackson Froliklong *
Judge David and Mary Lou Fuhr
Francis Fungang
Kathleen and Michael Gadsomski *
Mark Gardner
Michael and Amy Garvin
Martin Gelfand *
James Gemelas
Jessica Gentile
Leslie Gentile *
Kathleen Gharrity *
Joseph Gibbons
Terry Gilbert
Carol Gobel
Lisa Gold-Scott and Gregory Scott
Spiros Gonakis, Sr. *
Kathleen and Donald Goodfellow *
Bernard and Susan Goodman *
Daniel and Sarah Gournash
Emily Granniss
Alicia Graves
Anita Gray *
Loretta Gray *
Christine Green *
Susan Greene *
Matthew and Stacey Greenwell *
Abigail Greiner
Christian Grostic *
David and Rini Grover *
Gita Gulati-Partee *
Brian Guscott *
Barry Guttman
Nicholas Haddad *
Stephen Hadick *
Mary Elaine Hall *
John and Linda Hallbauer *
Brett Hammond
Robert Hardacre *
Ruth Hartman and Joshua Davis
Michael Harvey
Laura Hauser
Rebecca and Joseph Havestick *
Amanda Hawkins *
William Heine and Kathy Moore *
Lauren Helbling
Leigh Hellner-Cord and
Daniel Cord
Harold and Linda Henderson *
James Henderson *
Beth and Tom Hendricks *
Bruce Hennes
Richard Hennig
Donald Herbe *
Justin Herdman and
Elizabeth Hijar
George Hicks, Jr.
Ralph and Christine Higgins *
Christopher Hilker
Caitlin Hill
Magistrate Roseanne Hilow *
Cory and Amanda Hinton
Joel and Mara Hlavaty *
Ayako Hobbs
Peter Hochberg and
Maxine Singer
Scott and Sharon Holbrook
Ronald Holman and
Susan Stephens
Herbert Hoppe, Jr. *
Representative Stephanie Howse *
Emily Huggins Jones *
Maura Hughes
Bruce Hutton
Edward and Mary Icove
Victor Iitama *
Daniel Jaffe
Carl Jenks *
We welcome our first-time givers (noted with a “#”) to the Legal Aid family.

Arthur Kaufman
Bettina Kaplan
Stephen Kadish *
Andrea Kryszak
Catherine Kroll #
Stephanie howse #
Scott and Sharon Perotti
Rachel Perry
Judy and Mark Pestak
George Peters IV +
Patricia and Catherine Peters
K.D. and Kathy Petrey +
Daniel Petricig +
Taylor Pierce and Eric Zell
Lori Pinjuth +
Jennifer Pinkerton
Caryl Pizzuli +
William Pless
Matthew Porath #
Lester Potash
Lee Powar *
Marlon Primes
Steven and Eileen Pryatel +
Marcus Pryor II #
Charles Pugh and
Kristin Chapin +
Howard and Elisa Rabb
Susan Racey
Elizabeth Radigan #
Kaiser Razvi #
Bradley Reed
Dorothy Reichenbach *
Timothy and Gayle Reid
Andrew Renacci +
Michael and Carole Rendon +
Irene and Lou Renillo
Nicholas Renillo #
Paul Renzulli *
Andrew Revy #
Judge Denise Rini
John Ritchey #
Justin and Peggy Roberts
Kevin Roberts
Heidi Robertson #
Brian and Cheryl Roof +
Marc Rosen #
Gary Rosenthal #
Harold Ross +
William Ross
Assunta Rossi
Ellen Roth *
Ann Rowland and
Gordon Kinder
John Rowland #
Susan Grody Ruben
Judge Anthony and
Patricia Russo +
Michael Russo
Judge Michael and
Rebecca Russo +
Rina Russo #
Amy Ryder Wentz
Elizabeth Ryser

We are grateful to members of our ten-year giving society (noted with an “*”) and those donors in our five-year giving society (noted with a “+”). These donors and their consistent support deserve special recognition.

Herbert Hoppe, Jr. *
Daniel Jaffe
Edward and Mary Icove
Bruce Hutton
Maura Hughes
Emily Huggins Jones +
Representative Stephanie Howse #
Scott and Sharon Holbrook
Peter Hochberg and Ayako Hobbs
Joel and Mara Hlavaty +
Cory and Amanda Hinton
Caitlin Hill
Ralph and Christine Higgins *
George Hicks, Jr.
Elizabeth Hijar
Justin Herdman and Donald Herbe +
Richard Hennig
Bruce Hennes
Beth and Tom Hendricks #
Harold and Linda Henderson +
Daniel Cord
Leigh Hellner-Cord and William Heine and Kathy Moore *
Amanda Hawkins #
Rebecca and Joseph Haverstick +
Laura Hauser
Michael Harvey
Ruth Hartman and Joshua Davis

Single mom Hailey’s landlord demanded illegal side fees, and then threatened to evict her when she refused. Legal Aid helped get her out of her lease so she could find a new home.
We are grateful to members of our ten-year giving society (noted with an “*”) and those donors in our five-year giving society (noted with a “+”). These donors and their consistent support deserve special recognition.

**INDIVIDUAL GIFT$: $100 - $249.99 (CONTINUED)**

Sarah Ryzer #
Joel and Carie Sacco +
Patrick Saccogna +
Judith Saltzman and Richard Rogen
Michael and Susie Saltzman
James and Jennifer Sammon #
John Sands +
Benjamin Sasse
Nancy and James Schade
James Schneider +
Thomas and Patricia Schrader +
Svetlana Schreiber
John Schriner and Shana Samson +
Nancy Schuster
John Scully
Wayne and Christine Serra
James Sestak
Farhad Sethna +
Matthew Shaheen #
Melanie Shakarian and Peter Kvidera *
William Shaklee +
Charna Sherman *
Addish Sherwood
Meredith Shoop and Cassidy Clark +
Lindsey Sigler
Thomas and Laura Simmons
David and Cheryl Simon +
Gary Simon
Vincent and Rebecca Sluszar
Jill Smialek +
Daniel Smith #
Jeffrey and Courtney Smith #
Thomas and Linda Smith
Todd Smith *
Wayne Smith #
Robyn Minter Smyers and Bertrand Smyers +
Sharon Sollitto and Michael Lederman *
Corey Sparks and Marlene Otero #
Gilda and W.L. Spears
Janet and Peter Speece
Leo Spellacy, Jr. #
Timothy Sprague #
Stephen and Therese Squeri
Christopher St. Marie +
Jaclyn Staple
Natalia Steele
Jonathan Stender
Susan Stephanoff and George Haddad
James Stief #
Mark Stockman
Jennifer Stoller
Linda Striefsky +
Susan Strom +
Annette and Mark Sutherland
Marc Swartzbaugh +
Therese Sweeney Drake and James Drake *
Judge James D. Sweeney
Patrick and Sallie Sweeney +
Suzan Sweeney #
Stephanie Switzer #
Craig Tame
David and Lisa Tavolier +
Michael Thomas
John Thuermer
James Timmerberg
Frank and Victoria Titas +
Whitney Todd and Edward Hoffman
Catherine and Thomas Tompkins
Lauren Tompkins
Mary Jo and Mohamed Paulett-Toumert
Tina Tricarichi
Curtis and Marisa Tuggle +
Peter Turner #
Geoffrey Tyroff
Andrew and Sue Turscak +
Barbara and Paul Tyler
Daniel Urban
Suzannah Valdivia
John Valenti
Missia and Michael Vaselane +
Amy Vegh #
Jason Veloso
Deitri Villarreal
Jonathon and Andrea Vinocur +
Kathleen Vlasek #
Magistrate William F.B. Vodrey +
James von der Heydt
Katarina Waag
Thomas Wagner
Nancy Waldschmidt and John Pink
Gerald and Gayle Walker
Nancy Walker
Christine Wallace
David Wallace and Sharon Sobel Jordan +
Robert and Janet Wallace
Alanna Walsh #
Stephen Walsh +
Erik and Melissa Walter
Elizabeth Wardrum
Robert and Victoria Ware +
James and Jessica Warren
Lisa and Richard Wascak
Steven and Joni Wasserman
Laura Watson +
Kyle Weigand
Charles and Lucy Weller +
Robert Weltman #
Stephen and Joan Werber *
Michael Wesel
Richard and Melissa Wesorick #
Alicia Whiting-Bozich +
Christopher Wick +
Dean Williams
Harold and Bonnie Williams +
Jackson and Hayley Williams
Amy Wirtz #
Elizabeth Woda
Waldemar Wojcik and Kathleen Donnelly
Kevin Young and Maria Russo Young
Deborah Yue
Sandra Zagarrell +
Judge Edward M. Zaleski
Eric and Amanda Zalud +
Pamela Zarlingo +
Mark Ziccarelli
Jeffrey Zimon and Jill Miller Zimon
Timothy Zix +
Thomas and Beth Zych +

**FRIENDS OF JUSTICE**

**INDIVIDUAL GIFT$: $1 - $99.99**

Anonymous (11)
Karina Abolina #
Lawrence Acron #
Jennifer and Daniel Adams +
Madelyn Adamisison #
Bishara Addison #
Sean Allan #
Martha Allee
John Allerding +
Marian Amlalo #
James Anderson
Knight Anderson
Timothy Anderson
Cynthia Andrews #
Anthony Andricks
Joshua Arbour #
Jessica Archer #
Nan Arian #
Jurgita Ashley
Awatef Assad
Heather Austin
Michael Axel #
Tracy Ayers
Michael Azre #
Jessica Baggett
Corette Bailey #
Steve Barger
Thomas Barnard, Jr. and Laura Coen Barnard
Russell Baron #
Melissa Barrett #
Tammy and Neil Barry #
Frank Bartela
Heather and Matt Bartzi
Judge William and Maryan Baughman
Philip Bautista +
Lee Belardo
Jodell Bender
Stacy Berliner
Shirlee Berman #
Robin Berry #
William Beseth and Roya Rezaee
Isabelle Biber-Kalin yak #
Lawrence and Robin Bina
Paul and Paula Binder
Stephen Blake
Tammy Blaneset #
Trent Boerner
Laura Bolin #
Franklin Bolmeyer, Jr. #
Michael Bona #
Trish Bontempo #
Tammy Boris #
Fredrick Boneeman #
Michael Bowen #
Robert Bowes III #
LaVerne Boyd #
Winnifred Boylan #
Mary Bradley
Patrick and Jacqueline Brickman

Raquel suffered domestic violence while she and her family were seeking asylum in the U.S. Legal Aid helped her and her children secure U Visas, and eventually green cards.
We are grateful to members of our ten-year giving society (noted with an “*”) and those donors in our five-year giving society (noted with a “+”). These donors and their consistent support deserve special recognition.

Thomas Brigham, Jr.
Michael Brink
Claudia Brobst #
Craig Brown
Molly Brudnick +
Daniel Bryan #
Frank Buck
Brent and Barbara Buckley
Barbara Buda +
Thomas Buford +
Donald and Sara Bulea
Cheryl Bunевич #
Karen Burke
Robert Burkhart
Donna Busser
Thomas Butchko +
Stacy Callen
Ann Calvey #
Charlotte Camp #
Alex Campbell #
Zen and Lei Canaday #
Candice Capozziello #
Stacy Caraballo #
Terrence Carl
Andreaa Carlson
Christopher Carney
Erica Carpenter +
Noble Carpenter #
John and Susan Carroll
Kelynn Carter #
Christopher Caspy
Leonard Castle #
Lisa Cech #
Gabriella Celeste
Jamie Chapman #
Denise Chasko
Robert Cheren
Michael and Diane Chesney +
Thomas Chizmar, Jr. +
Edward Chyun
Susan Clady
Wade Clark
Sarah and Andrew Cleves
Shari Cloud #
Joseph Coburn
Avery and Susannah Cohen *
Carolyn Cole
Elizabeth Cole #
Annmarie and
Edward Coleman-Kamposek #
Alexander Combs
Christopher Comiskey +
Amanda Condon
Nora Cook
Kathleen Corcoran +
Charles Corea +
Alejandro and Julie Cortes
Dale Cowan +
Brandon Cox +
Thomas and Maria Coyne +
Frederick Cruz #
M. Patricia Culler +
Mary Cusick +
Sarah and David D’Amore
Lisa Darden #
Alexandra Dattilo
Virginia Davidson
Albert Davies
Elizabeth Davis Conway
Amanda Davis +
Mark Davis #
Pamela Dawson
William Day #
Michelle DeBaltro +
Shashelia Degraf disillusioned #
Patrick Dejelo
Michael DeJohn #
Amy DeLuca
Kathleen DeMetz +
Cynthia and John Dettelbach #
Susanne Dickerson #
Patricia DiFranco #
Marilena DiSilvio #
Grace Dobrerdru #
Joyce Dodrill Krieger and Mark Krieger
Lindsay Doss Spillman and
Timothy Spillman
Malisheia and Wayne Douglas
Andre Dowdy
William Doyle
Kathleen Dugan
Jeffrey Duke #
Judge Mary L. Dunning
Carl Dyczek
Joel Eagle
Ross Eberlein #
Anna Ediger #
Chad Eggspueler
Nathan Ehrman
Walter Ehrnfeld III #
Dana Elfvim
Sherry Epstein +
Frank and Wendy Esposito
Katelyn Evans #
Nada Faddoul #
Catherine Fallick
Emily Farinacci
Glenn Fegan #
Drexel Feeling
John and Lynne Feighan #
Gregory Feldkamp
Edward and Catherine Feldman *
Daniel Finer #
Sandy Finley
Nico Fiorelli
Julie Firestone #
Adrienne Fischer #
Billy Fischer #
James Fisher
Judge Donna and Matthew Fitzsimmons
Shelley Fleming
Dennis Fogarty #
Shannon Fogarty #
Amy and Nicholas Foglyano
Richard Foote
Mark Francioli #
David Frantz
Kristin French
Heidi Goldstein Friedman +
Jennifer Friedman #
Alexander Froendt and Jason Bristol
David and Stella Fulton #
Laura Gaertner
Cheryle Gainer #
Patricia Gajda
Morris and Sharon Galin
Patrick Gallagher #
Sean Ganley
Thomas and Lisa Gattozzi
Douglas and Ashley Gault
Melissa Gawel #
Jozef Gebolys
Mitchell Gecht
Gordon Gibb
Amy Gilbert #
Justin Gingerich
Melvin and Diane Ginsberg +
Lance Godard #
Frances and Gary Goins
Michael Gonzalez #
Thomas Goots
Julia Gordon
Angela Gott
Jessica Grashoff #
Donet Graves
Delores Gray
Kellie Grayson
Mark Greenfield and
Diane Sianicki #
Sandhya Gupta #
Christopher Haffke #
Gillian Hall #
Nicole Hamed #
Jeanne and
Matthew Hammerstrom
Amy Hanner #
Robert Hanna
Andrew Haring
Phyllis Harris #
John Harrison #
Jennifer Hart
Georgia Harvis
Matthew Hawes +
Christopher Hawley #
William Henry +
Gwen Herman
Mimi Hicks
Christina Hilbert
Analise Hinchcliffe
Stacy Hinners
Alan Hochheiser
John Hofstetter +
Katherine and
Adam Hollingsworth
Jennifer Horn
Tijuana Hosea #
Nicholas House
Scott Hubay #
William Hubbard +
Christopher Hubert #
Terry Hughes
Ann Humphrey
Christopher and Maria Hunter
Nora and Keith Hurley
Jonathan Hyman #
Leonard Jagoda, Sr.
Vanetta Jamison

Unemployed with health issues, Toni faced shut off. Legal Aid negotiated with the utility for an affordable payment plan.
INDIVIDUAL GIFTS: $1 - $99.99
(CONTINUED)
Paul Janowicz
Lindsey Jeavons *
Marilyn Jech *
Shannon Jerse *
frances Johnson
Pamela Johnson
Ronald and Concerta Johnson
Tammy Johnson *
Karen Jones *
Emilie Kadish *
Sheila Kale
Grant Keating
Jacqueline Keller +
Holly Kelly
Melissa and Michael Kelly
William Kerner, Sr.
Jonathan Khouri
Eugene Killeen *
Adrienne Kirshner
Matthew Kissling +
Lenore Kleinman +
Rita Kline *
Daniel Klonowski *
John Kluznik and Jeanne Cunningham +
Amanda Knapp
Adrienne Knauer +
Cindy Kobal *
Jean Koehler *
James and Laurie Koerner
Denise Kohn
Christopher Koleynski *
Martin and Nancy Kosmin +
Richard Kotila
Karen Kowall *
Kimberly Kren *
Jessica Kress *
Bonnie Kristan
Mark Kroboth *
Kevin Kroening *
Harvey Kugelman and Karen Rubin
Dale and Linda Kwarciany *
Jerry Kysela *
Deborah Labranche-O’Neal
Julie Lady *
Christopher Lalak
Brian and Shelly Lamb *
Phillip Lambert
Katie Laskey-Donovan
Renee Latkovic *
Melissa Laubenthal +
Jeff League
Marcia Leavy *
Ileana Leutitutu
Scott Lepene *
Eric Levasseur
Donald Levy *
Scott and Rochelle Lewis
Lawrence and Bonnie Lindberg
Danielle Linert *
Stephanie Lingle
Jamie Lizzini *
Angela Lloyd *
Jessica Lopez *
Joseph Lopez and Maria Alfaro-Lopez *
Janette Louard
Sheryl Love
Hope Lu
Erin Luke
Barbara Lum *
Daniel Lynch *
Jessica Mackeigan *
Micki MacKinnon *
Harold Madosky and Debra Gressel
Michael Madosky *
Elaine Madry *
Melissa Majkut *
Shannon Majoras
Johannes Maliza *
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Ryan Mink
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Donna Mitchell
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Adrienne and Ryan Mueller
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Annie Murmann *
Robert Myers, Jr.
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Mary Jeanne Nelson *
Cory Nesemann *
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Kathleen and Donald Nitschke
Andrew Northman
Betsy Norton *
Christina Novovny
Marie-Louise Nyborg *
Liam O’Brien *
David Oeschger *
Terri Oldham *
Kathleen Onders *
William O’Neill *
Susan Organisciak *
Jennifer Orr
Leslie Ortega *
Thomas Ostrowski *
Christopher Pantoja
Charles Paris *
Bradford Patrick
Stacey Patrick *
Ryan Patton *
Kristen Payne *
Nadine Peake *
Caroline Pelgar
Stephen Penrod *
Judge Ralph J. Perk
Rebecca Petrilli *
Daniel Petrov
Carré Pleasant *
John and Victoria Polito *
Agustin Ponce de Leon *
Laura Post
Todd Post *
Shefali Power *
Amy Price
Adam Primm
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John Pyle
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Neel Quinn *
Matthew Rambo *
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Denys Resnick #
Melvin Resnick
Rod Rezaee and Sara Schiavoni +
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Sonja Rice
Timothy and Georgette Richards
Nita Richardson
Marionette Richardson-Scott +
Stephen Richman
Matthew Ridings
Radd and Beth Riebe
Alan and Debbie Ritchie
Thomas and Corry Ritziert +
Richard and Joan Rivitz
Brian Rockwell #
Jacob Rosenbaum
Irving Rosner
Karen Ross
Barbara and Alan Rosskamm #
Steven Roth
Eugene Ruytberg #
Michael Ruttinger #
Stephanie Rzepka
Jeffrey Sabatine
Maurice and Bernadette Salada +
Marla Samko
Iken Sans #
Michael Sanson #
Teresa Santin #
Zohra Sayedy
Jack Schau
Zach Schiller and Gail Long *
David Schindelheim
Joseph Schneider #
Laurie Schneider
Eliisa Schooler #
Donald and Patricia Screen
J. Gary Seewald +
Grant Segall *
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Charles Seitz #
Joshua Selby
Mattie Sellers
John Seydlitz
Jason Shady
Jan Shanley
Taurean Shatruck #
Michelle Sheehan and
Judge Brendan Sheehan #
Bradley and Elisabeth Sherman
Stacy Sherman #
Nancy Sherwin #
Terry Shilling +
Hallie Shipley #
Paul Shipp
Eric Simon
Ralph and Laura Skonce *
Donald Slezak #
Kate Small #
M. Catherine Smythe Zajc and
John Zajc +
Stephanie Snevel #
Christine and Donald Snyder +
Douglas Solomon
Randi Solomon and Nancy Glick +
Jason Sonenshein +
John Southworth and
Shannon Patton-Southworth
Tiffany Sovik #
Qiana Spates #
John Spellacy
Jason Stafford #
Ellen Stein #
Eric and Dara Steinberg
Carolyn Steiner
Jennifer Steinmetz #
Susan Stern #
David Sternberg #
Rosario Sternik
Thomas and Christine Stevens
William Stewart
Tony and Kate Strazisar #
Joshua Strickland
Alida Struz #
Christina Suh #
Elizabeth Sullivan +
Vicki Suran #
Eric and Jamie Synenberg #
Andrew Szilagyi
Amy Szmania
JoAnn Szucs
Kevin Tabor
Mary Sue and John Tanis
Elaine Tassi +
Jo and Matthew Tatarko
Dennis Terez and Nancy Conradi *
Caitlin Thoma
David and Maryann Thomas +
Beatrice Thompson #
Tony Timko
Kristy Titus
Robert Tobik +
Shirley Tomasello #
Jodi and Jeffrey Tomaszewski
David and Margaret Trimble
Robert and Karen Tucker
Patrick Tulley #
Tracey Turnbull +
Angela Tyler
Michael Tyminski #
Valerie Valochik #
Daniel Van #
Glenn VanWagenen
Jaclyn Vary
Matthew Vaughan
Brian and Amy Vavra #
Musette Vincent #
Matthew Viola #
Noelle Visantainer #
Elizabeth Vitale #
John Virtus

Daniel Ward #
Theodore Ward
Frank Wardega
Jane Warner
Andrew Watterson #
Bruce Weaver #
John Weedon #
Brandi Weekley +
Stephen and Lisa Weingrad *
Ann Weinzierl
Amanda Wente
Alison Weston #
Iris Wheeler #
Theresa Whitman #
Tonya Whitsett
Laverne and Joel Whitworth
Scott and Erica Wilkov
Aaron and Allison Williams
Daniel Williams
Judge Donna L. Williams-Alexander
Stephen Williger +
James Wimbley
Ryan Winkler
Allison Wojtkun *
Leslie Wolfe #
Sarah Worley +
Sharon Wozniicki +
Daniel Wright II #
Melissa Yasinow
David Yeagley #
Mitchell Yelksy #
Joseph Yonadi, Jr.
Judge Gary L. Yost #
Carolyn Young
Kimberly Young #
Sarah-Elizabeth Young +
Karen and Paul Youngstrom +
Kelly Zacharias
Peter Zawadski
Michael and Rachel Zbiegien
Larry Zukerman #
Despite her mother’s insistence that Dee needed extra help, the school overlooked Dee’s learning disability because of her good behavior. With Legal Aid’s help, Dee got evaluations and special education.
Lori faced eviction for missing two months of rent while caring for her sick relative out of town. She tried to pay what she owed, but the landlord wouldn’t accept her payment. Legal Aid intervened, and Lori was able to stay in her home.
A bank glitch caused 80-year-old Paula to miss one rent payment, and she received an eviction notice. Legal Aid resolved the issue and helped prevent future errors so Paula could stay in her home.
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SPECIAL FUNDERS
Legal Services Corporation
Ohio Legal Assistance Foundation

FOUNDATION AND UNITED WAY GIFTS
Anonymous
AmazonSmile Foundation
Ayco Charitable Foundation
Eva L. and Joseph M. Bruening Foundation
M.E. and F.J. Callahan Foundation
Char and Chuck Fowler Family Foundation
The Charles M. and Helen M. Brown Memorial Foundation
The Cleveland Foundation
Columbus Bar Foundation
Community Foundation of Lorain County
Dan & Ellen Zelman Family Foundation
Deaconess Foundation
Dominion Foundation
Eaton Charitable Fund
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
The Foundation of the Federal Bar Association
Give with Liberty Employee Donations
The George Gund Foundation
Jewish Federation of Cleveland
JLL Community Connections
John Milton Costello Foundation
The KeyBank Foundation
The Lubrizzol Foundation
The McCarthy, Lebit, Crystal & Liffman Foundation
McGregor Foundation
Mr. Sinai Health Care Foundation
Murphy Family Foundation
David and Inez Myers Foundation
National Christian Foundation
Nord Family Foundation
Ohio Legal Assistance Foundation-Discretionary Fund
PNC Bank
Progressive Insurance Foundation
Raymond James Charitable Endowment Fund
Renaissance Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Saint Luke’s Foundation of Cleveland
Schwab Charitable Fund
Third Federal Foundation
Thomas H. White Foundation
United Way for Southeastern Michigan
United Way of Ashtabula County
United Way of Central Ohio
United Way of Greater Atlanta
United Way of Greater Capital Region
United Way of Greater Cleveland
United Way of Greater Lorain County
United Way of Lake County
United Way of Lake County
Warren & Zoann Dusenbury Charitable Trust
Will Prak Foundation

LAW FIRM AND CORPORATION GIFTS
Accellis Technology Group
All Covered - IT Services from Konica Minolta
American Greetings Corporation
Aon
Applied Business Strategy LLC
BakerHostetler
Balin Law Firm
Barnes Wendling CPAs
Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan & Aronoff, LLP
Berkman, Gordon, Murray & DeVan
The Best Lawyers in America
BNY Mellon Wealth Management
Brouse McDowell LPA
Buckingham, Doolittle & Burroughs, LLC
Buckley King, LPA
Eileen M. Burkhart & Co.
Cafﬁee, Halter & Griswold, LLP
Cannon, Aveni & Malchesky Co., LPA
Cavitch Familo & Durkin
Cliffs Natural Resources, Inc.
Coakley + Lammert
Cohen, Rosenthal and Kramer, LLP
Colaluca Law Firm, LLC
Daily Legal News
Dann Law Firm Co., LPA
DDR Corp.
Diebold, Inc.
Dollar Bank
Dworken & Bernstein Co., L.P.A.
Fairport Asset Management
Fay Sharpe LLP
First Federal of Lakewood
Fisher Phillips LLP
Forbes, Fields & Associates Co., LPA
Forest City Enterprises
Frantz Ward, LLP
Gallagher Sharp
Giffen & Kaminski LLC
Goldfarb Weber Creative Media
Hahn Loeser & Parks LLP
Huffman, Hunt & Klym, LLC
Hyatt Legal Plans
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H2W Environmental Consultants, LLC
Ice Miller LLP
Jackson Lewis LLP
Jeffries, Kube, Forrest & Monteleone Co., LPA
Jones Day and Jones Day Foundation
JP Morgan Chase Bank, NA
Just Give
Kadish, Hinkel & Weibel Co., LPA
Kahn & Associates, LLC
KeyBank National Association
Kohrman Jackson & Krantz PLLC
Lake Business Products
Lallo & Feldman Co., LPA
LexisNexis
The Linton Keefe Law Firm Co., L.P.A.
Litler Mendelson, P.C.
Lorman Educational Services
The Lubrizol Corporation
Lynne Day Law
Major Legal Services
Margaret W. Wong & Associates
McDonald Hopkins LLC
McFadden Bushnell
McGinty, Hilow & Spellacy
Meyers, Roman, Friedberg & Lewis
North Shore Associates, LLC
Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak & Stewart
Oswald Companies
Packaging Specialties, Inc.
Parker Hannifin Corporation
Pinjuh Law Firm LLC
Porter, Wright, Morris & Arthur, LLP
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLC
Reminger Company, LPA
Roetzel & Andress Co., LPA
RPM International Inc.
Ruffa Grandinetti, Attorneys at Law
Schneider Smeltz Spieth Bell LLP
Schraff & King Co., LPA
Seeley, Savidge, Ebert & Gourash, Co.
Sharon & Kalnoki, LLC
Squire Patton Boggs
Stephanoff Rennillo LLC
Tafi
Tarolli, Sundheim, Covell & Tummino LLP
Thacker Robinson Zinz LPA
Thompson Hine, LLP
Thorman Petroz Group
Thrasher, Dinsmore & Dolan, LPA
Tucker Ellis LLP
Ulmer & Berne, LLP
Veritext Legal Solutions
Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease, LLP
Walter | Haverfield LLP
Warren and Young, PLLC
Weisman, Kennedy, & Beris Co., L.P.A.
Welton, Weinberg & Reis Co. LPA
Weston Hud LLp
Whitmer & Ehrman LLC
Wickens, Herzer, Panza, Cook & Batista Co.
Zbish & Rich Co., LPA
Zicarelli & Martello

OTHER PARTNERS

Area Agency on Aging 11, Inc.
Asian Services in Action, Inc.
Association of Corporate Counsel - Northeast Ohio Chapter
Care Alliance Health Center
Case Western Reserve University School of Law
City Club of Cleveland
City of Cleveland
City of Cleveland - Department of Aging
Cleveland Academy of Trial Attorneys
Cleveland Clinic Foundation
Cleveland Public Library - Main Branch
Cleveland Tenants Organization
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law Alumni Association
Cuyahoga Community College Metro
Cuyahoga County Council
Cuyahoga County Court of Common Pleas - Domestic Relations
Cuyahoga County Department of Children and Family Services
Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing Authority

Domestic Violence and Child Advocacy Center
Enterprise Community Partners, Inc.
Family & Community Services, Inc.
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
Frontline Service
Greater Cleveland Community Shares
Lakewood Presbyterian Church
Legal Aid of Western Ohio
The Legal Aid Society of Columbus
The Legal Aid Society of Greater Cincinnati
Lorain County Bar Association
Lutheran Metropolitan Ministry
The MetroHealth System
National Consumer Law Center
NCNW-Cuyahoga County Section
Norman S. Minor Bar Association
Ohio Attorney General
Sisters of Charity Health System
Taxpayer Advocacy Service
Truist
University Hospitals Health System
Urban League of Greater Cleveland
Volunteers of America of Greater Ohio
Western Reserve Area Agency on Aging

Unemployed after a back injury, Helene was struggling under ballooning debt for student loans she took out for her son to go to college. Legal Aid helped negotiate several months of forbearance and secure a loan consolidation with new monthly rate she could afford.
The Smiths faced a $10,000 lawsuit for the demolition costs of their vacant home — which they thought they'd lost in foreclosure 10 years earlier. A Legal Aid volunteer negotiated with the Smiths and saved their home.
Bernadette, aged 68, lived in constant fear of her adult daughter’s aggressive behavior and physical abuse. With a Legal Aid attorney by her side, Bernadette faced her abuser in court and was granted a five-year civil protection order.
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Colleen M. Cotter, Esq.
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Tom Mlakar, Esq.
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Bettina Kaplan
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Melanie A. Shakarian, Esq.
Director of Development & Communications

Jennifer Teeter
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Jessica Baggett, Esq.
Elyria Office

David Dodson, Esq.
Jefferson and Painesville Offices

Abigail Staudt, Esq.
Housing Practice Group

Stephanie Jackson, Esq. and Katie Feldman, Esq.
Health-Education-Work-Income-Immigration Practice Group

Ann McGowan Porath, Esq.
Volunteer Lawyers Program and Intake Practice Group

Katherine Barr Hollingsworth, Esq.
Consumer Practice Group

Anne Sweeney, Esq.
Community Engagement Practice Group

Tonya Whitsett, Esq.
Family Practice Group
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